TAR HEEL ONE DEPARTURE

TAKEOFF Rwys 5L/R: Climb heading 054° or as assigned by ATC, thence...
TAKEOFF Rwy 14: Climb heading 144° or as assigned by ATC, thence...
TAKEOFF Rwy 23L/R: Climb heading 234° or as assigned by ATC, thence...
TAKEOFF Rwy 32: Climb heading 324° or as assigned by ATC, thence...

...on vectors to join filed route/fix. Expect clearance to filed altitude/flight level ten minutes after departure.

CAROLINA BEACH TRANSITION (TARL1.CLB): From over RDU VORTAC on RDU R-181 to ROZBO INT, then on CLB 156° bearing to CLB NDB.
CHARLESTON TRANSITION (TARL1.CHS): From over RDU VORTAC on RDU R-181 to ROZBO INT, then on CHS R-034 to CHS VORTAC.